Shinobi Village
Shinobi no gyoson (lit. “Ninja Fishing Village”)
Inspired by an imaginary anime series, Shinobi Village is a game about a remote island village where everyone is secretly a ninja. Inspirations:
	Naruto by Kishimoto Masashi
	Tampopo by Juzo Itami
	Kungfu Hustle, Shaolin Soccer, and God of Cookery by Stephen Chow
	scene framing guidelines inspired by Microscope by Ben Robbins
	resolution guidelines inspired by Mouse Guard by Luke Crane and Dogs in the Vineyard by D. Vincent Baker

Background 
When the “ninja republic” of Iga was destroyed in 1581, the surviving shinobi scattered to the four winds. According to legend, a band of Iga refugees settled on remote Neta Island, living as ordinary fisherfolk but secretly training their children to be ninja.
Fast forward 400 years to the present day. From a very young age, everyone on Neta Island is still trained to be a ninja, and village life is very much the same as it has always been. However, the rest of the world has moved on, and now the shinobi must as well.
Following the big-screen success of My Nanna is an Ninja, the Unagi family (led by Granny Unagi) has moved to the main islands to work in the movie industry, selling their home to the Ika family, a modern Japanese household looking to abandon the cities for a quiet rural life. 
Thanks to these newcomers, the inhabitants of Neta Island can no longer live in isolation. The surviving enemies of the Neta ninjas—as well as cell phone service providers—have been alerted to their location.
Shinobi Village is a comedic, action, romance anime series about what ensues.
Characters
Shinobi Village is an ensemble game, meaning that each scene features one or more characters from a known cast of characters who appear regularly in the series. 
Sometimes a single character will move directly from one scene to the next as though the “camera” was following them. At other times the “camera” will jump around a lot, showing the actions of many different characters. Everyone gets a chance to add something to every scene. As the group plays out different scenes you will eventually cover everyone in the village (or at least a significant number of them). Just like an animated serial television show, your knowledge of the island and its inhabitants will increase with every session.


Ninja Families
All of the characters in Shinobi Village are named after specific kinds of neta, i.e. the toppings used in sushi. There are a limited number of possible characters in the game—32 to be exact—because there are a limited number of people on Neta Island, even with the arrival of outsider families and ancient enemies.
Below is a list of all the characters in the game, with traits inspired by the fish or other creatures they take their names from.

House Hamachi
Grandfather Hamachi (yellowtail) – timid, shaky, father of Hatahata, remembers all the old tales
Older Son Hamo (daggertooth eel) – big mouth, gossip, owns a fishing boat, brother of Hatahata
Wife Kurodai (blackhead seabream) – fast swimmer, sister of Kani & Kazunoko
Younger Son Hokkigai (surf clam) – antisocial, psychic, lighthouse keeper, brother of Hatahata
Wife Sazae (conch) – loud, loves pearls, organizer of parties, sister of Sake, Saba, & Shako
Daughter Hirame (halibut) – always camouflaged, quiet, agile , silent swimmer
Daughter Hotatagai (scallop) – free-spirited but wary, speaks to fish

House Kajiki
Grandfather Kajiki (swordfish) – swordfighter, woodsman, father of Kurodai & Kazunoko
Grandmother Mekajiki (marlin) – great swordfighter, tenacious, mother of Kurodai & Kazunoko
Older Daughter Kani (crab) – armored, has many hiding places, sister of Kurodai & Kazunoko
Adopted Son-in-Law Shako (mantis shrimp) – uses a spear, brother of Sake, Saba, & Sazae
Daughter Karei (flounder) – sneaky, quiet, keen observer, shy in social situations
Son Kohada (gizzard shad) – social, loves children, trusting and gullible


House Maguro
Brother Maguro (tuna) – warm-blooded, adaptable, nephew of Mekajiki, owns the general store
Sister Madai (red seabream) – blessed with good luck, niece of Mekajiki, runs the general store
Husband Uni (sea urchin) – quiet, spiky hair, son of Unagi, loves making deals
Son Masu (trout) – dislikes the ocean, difficult to catch, grandson of Unagi, fast runner
Daughter Mirugai (long-neck clam) – friendly, simple, likes digging, granddaughter of Unagi
House Sake
Older Brother Sake (salmon) – always traveling, high jumper, brother of Shako
Wife Kazunoko (herring roe) – firm and unyielding, has it together, sister of Kani & Kurodai
Daughter Sayori (halfbeak) – forager, herbalist, healer, cousin of Suzuki
Younger Brother Saba (mackerel) – indiscriminate eater, keen eyesight, brother of Shako
Wife Hatahata (sandfish) – loves sand and mud, very lucky, sister of Hamo & Hokkigai
Son Suzuki (striped bass) – elegant, very successful, cousin of Sayori, owns the cafe
Outsider Family
The Ika family is a modern Japanese household looking to abandon the city for a rural life; they purchased Granny Unagi’s old house and now reside on Neta Island. They know nothing of the island’s history and very little of its inhabitants, but such secrets can’t be kept forever ... or can they?
The Ika Family
Divorced Mother Ika (squid) – sparklingly beautiful, with money from divorcing her cheating husband. She wants to learn to fish and farm, to become self-sufficient. She hopes to find people who will teach her these things.  She wants to learn the local ways, to get in on the gossip, to be accepted by the community… but she can be patient about that.  Maybe.
Daughter Ikura (salmon roe) – sometimes fancy and sometimes plain, she has all the latest apps
Daughter Iwana (char) – loves cold weather, glad to be out of the city, she is fond of the shore
Son Iwashi (sardine) – homeschooled by his mother, social media wiz, he wants to meet other kids
Ninja Enemies
Surviving enemies of the Neta ninjas have been alerted to their location on the Island. Angered by centuries-old feuds and driven by twisted ideas of honor, they will stop at nothing to make life difficult for the ninja houses.
The E-Ninjas
Brother Ebi (shrimp) – hipster techno-ninja, thinks Neta Island is so outdated and lame
Sister Engawa (halibut fin) – hipster techno-ninja, thinks Neta Island needs to modernize
The Poison King
Ancient Immortal Fugu (blowfish) – banished from Neta Island, master of pressure points

The Movie Star
Granny Unagi (freshwater eel) – famous for the hit film My Nanna is a Ninja. Granny lives in Tokyo now, and is the mother of Uni.


Scenes
Players take turns being in charge of scenes; one scene per turn. The first player sets up the first scene, and turns go clockwise around the table. Make several copies of the Scene Sheet and pass the stack as turns proceed around the table. The Scene Sheet shall remain in front of the current player.
Every scene must include three elements: (a) a Situation, (b) a Main Character, and (c) a Location. The current player will determine these elements with the assistance and possible suggestions from the rest of the group, writing them down on the Scene Sheet as they go along.
1. DETERMINING the Situation
The current player determines a Situation by rolling two dice and adding them, looking up the result on the table below to indicate what type of scene it is. The specifics - which characters are involved, why, and where the scene happens – are up to you. Other players can make suggestions, but it’s up to you whether you want to accept those suggestions.
ROLL
TYPE OF SITUATION
2
ARRIVAL - Someone arrives from the mainland
3
BAD DEED - Someone does a bad deed
4
THING - Someone buys, sells, gives, takes, finds, loses, or transports something
5
WITNESS - Someone observes someone doing something
6
CHALLENGE - Someone confronts or fights someone
7
PROBLEM - Someone encounters a problem or dilemma
8
MEETING - Two characters meet privately
9
SECRET – A character indulges, examines, or reveals a personal secret
10
GOSSIP – Someone talks to someone about someone not present
11
GOOD DEED - Someone does a good deed
12
DEPARTURE - Someone leaves for the mainland
Each scene should focus on a single “beat” of the plot. Remember: you’re creating an episode of an animated television series; scenes should be relatively short and punchy.
One good trick is to frame the scene around a specific question, and then use the scene to answer that question. For example, rolling a “WITNESS” scene, you might ask a question like “What will Kohada think of Iwashi’s cell phone?”  Or rolling a ”PROBLEM” scene, you might decide there’s a storm and ask: “What will happen to Madai’s boat in the storm?” The question gives you an easy way to tell when the scene is over: Once the question is answered, the scene ends. Other things can happen in the scene, but the point of the scene is answering that question.
2. DETERMINING THE CHARACTERS
The first character in the scene (selected by the current player) is considered the Main Character: that’s who this scene is about, or the person attempting to perform the main action of the scene. Other characters may also be involved, or not, as explained below. 
Go around the table as everyone chooses a character to play, or alternately, chooses not to play a character in this scene. Discuss other characters the scene might require, based on the action the Main Character will be performing (or attempting to perform).  When this process completes its circuit around the table, the scene has been cast. Note that each player may play no more than one character in any given scene; the number of characters in any scene will never exceed the number of players at the table.
Sometimes the situation will suggest a logical character. For example, rolling a 2 for “ARRIVAL”, you might decide on a scene in which the world-famous Granny Unagi comes back to Neta Island to visit her son Uni.
Sometimes a situation will follow logically from a previous scene. For instance, perhaps Mekajiki and her son Shako said in a previous scene that they were going out to the forest to collect firewood, and now you’ve rolled an 8 (“WITNESS”).  You figure Mekajiki and Shako will be using ninja skills to collect the firewood, so you decide to see what happens when they are seen performing miraculous acts by the Ika children, who happen to be playing hide-and-seek.
Some scenes require only one character who performs an action alone or who speaks a monologue. This is fine, and such “solo” scenes can be used to flesh out the characters’ inner lives, or produce additional details about something from a previous scene. For instance, perhaps Karei has told someone that her parents had a fight last night. Rolling a 9 (“SECRET”), you might decide to do a flashback scene that takes place mostly in her head, or a scene where she writes in her journal, to find out what that fight was all about.
During the scene, those who aren’t playing characters can choose to describe the setting, the animals, plants, the ocean, tools, items, weather, and any other details that add color to the scene. These “non-player phenomena” can be just as dangerous, advantageous, intriguing, revealing or dramatic as character interactions. Be creative. Be dramatic.
3. DETERMINING THE LOCATION
Finally, the current player must choose a Location for the scene to take place in. The following Locations, both on Neta Island and on the mainland, may be used for scenes:
Houses on the Island: 
House Hamachi
House Kajiki
House Maguro
House Sake
The Ika House
Off the Island:
E-Ninjas Lair
Poison King's Lair
Granny Usagi's Tokyo Apartment
Cell Phone Company Headquarters
Locations on the Island:
Woods
Park
Pond
Tide pools
Beach
Cove
Lighthouse
Rock Caves
Docks
Café
Marketplace
Town Square
General Store
Playing the Scene
The current player describes the Main Character entering the Location (or if already present, looking around the Location), and narrates their actions regarding the Situation. In a very simple scene this might be all that occurs, but still, everyone gets a chance to add something.
After the current player establishes the scene, go around the table once, giving each person a chance to contribute.  Players who are controlling characters in the scene will roleplay those characters, pushing the plot toward a Resolution. All other players may decide to add a detail or describe something about the scene. These details may or may not turn out to be important later! 
An added detail might even complicate the scene: it could require the current player to perform an action that they hadn’t anticipated (calling for a Resolution – see next section). However, there may only be one Resolution going on at a time. If the Main Character is already involved in a Resolution of some kind, the other players may modify that situation, but they may not replace it, override it, or begin narrating anything that would require a separate Resolution. This is television. Keep it tight. Resolve the scene and move on.
Ending the Scene
When the current player decides that the Situation has been completed or the question has been answered, the scene is effectively over. But if the outcome of the Situation is dependent on a Resolution attempt, that Resolution must be completed before the scene can end. Which brings us to…


Resolution
All significant physical tasks performed by characters, and all meaningful interactions between characters, whether they’re conversations or fights, require Resolution. Resolution is handled by using the gesture-based system described below. 
Any player (whether playing a character or not) can initiate Resolution by gesturing toward another player and describing whatever their gesture represents. At this moment, the Resolution System comes into play and normal narrative will be temporarily suspended until the results of the interaction can be determined.
Starting from the current player, continue clockwise in “rounds” around the table, giving everyone a chance to throw a gesture as the interaction plays out. Players who are not playing characters may opt to throw, or not throw, whenever their round comes around. When opting not to throw, players place both hands palms down on the table, or simply say “pass”. Players whose characters are directly involved in the interaction, on the other hand, must throw a gesture.
The hand gestures are based on the game of “Rock-Paper-Scissors” and work in basically the same way, but they are also metaphors: they have abstract meanings that are linked to different feelings or types of force:
	FIST (like “rock”), indicates firmness, defensiveness, solidity, impassibility, loss, bad luck
	PALM (like “paper”), indicates flexibility, openness, variability , conditionality, uncertainty
	KNIFE (“scissors” with fingers closed) indicates precision, attention, tools, resources, good luck

These gestures trump each other in a circular fashion, just as they do in “Rock-Paper-Scissors”:
	When both players throw the same gesture it results in a tie or a block. This often happens; it means that no meaningful result has occurred, the combatants are circling or regarding each other, the conversation is at a standstill, no particular advantage or progress has been gained, etc.

Otherwise, PALM overcomes FIST, KNIFE overcomes PALM, and FIST overcomes KNIFE.
Resolutions are run in different ways, depending on the nature of the situation and the stakes involved. 
TO RESOLVE A Conversation (including Relationships and Romance)
	Throws are NOT simultaneous: this is deliberate. After seeing (hearing) the other person’s throw, you may decide to block with the same sign, reverse it, allow them to open you up, etc.
	Players who are not playing characters in the scene can use gestures on behalf of the environment, weather, animals, radios or televisions, etc.
	Wrap it up after a little while. If you reach six exchanges, the scene is getting too long.
	Once the conversation is over, both players throw hands simultaneously to indicate how their characters feel afterward. The result of this “afterthrow” shows how things have changed after the conversation, if at all.

TO RESOLVE A physical Task
	As above, but with physical results rather than (or in addition to) emotional results.
	Players who are not playing characters in the scene can use gestures on behalf of the environment, weather, terrain, flora, fauna, obstacles, difficulties, fortunate or unfortunate circumstances, etc.

TO RESOLVE A Fight
	For simple brawling or playfighting, throw gestures as above and compare. Do this up to three times.
	For serious combat, each combatant declares what they’re attempting to do this round, and their throws are made simultaneously. To do a Combat Throw, hold one hand close to your chest (this is your defense) and the other hand extended (this is your attack, which is directed at a specific player). Your attack will be compared against the opponent’s defense to determine the results of your action, and then the opponent’s attack will be matched against your defense to determine the results of theirs.  This exchange of gestures can go on for up to three rounds.
	Players who are not playing characters in the scene can use gestures on behalf of aides or obstacles, for or against any character. This includes terrain, weather, the setting, weird coincidences, etc.

When to Call for Resolution
A Resolution is called for:
	Whenever two characters engage in conversation,

Whenever a character attempts a difficult task (anything with a chance of failure that would have some undesirable consequences), and
Whenever two or more characters get into a fight or a playfight.
Most scenes will involve a Resolution, but they shouldn’t involve more than one. Only one Resolution may be going on at any given time.
EXAMPLE Resolution: CONVERSATION
In a conversation, players do not throw hands randomly but deliberately, choosing gestures to trade back in forth one by one, in a “dialectical” exchange.  Players who are not playing characters in the scene may add details by throwing gestures, but these details do not need to be countered by the current player; they are merely descriptive or informational. For example:
	Player 1 (Ikura): (throws knife at Player 2) “I probingly ask Shako where he was last night.”
	Player 2 (Shako): (overcomes with fist) “He stares at you without emotion, and remains silent.”
	Player 3: (palms on table) “Pass.”
	Player 1: (blocks with fist) “I say ‘No use denying it. I saw you sneak out. Where did you go?’”
	Player 2: (blocks back with fist) “That’s none of your business, outsider.”
	Player 3: (throws knife at Player 2) “Shako remembers she’ll post whatever he says on her blog.”
	Player 1: (overcomes fist with palm) “I say ‘Hey, be nice or I’ll tell everyone how mean you are.’”
	Player 2: (overcomes palm with knife) “Say what you want, no one believes an outsider like you.”
	Player 3: (throws palm) “It is starting to rain. Looks like a big storm.”

At the end of a conversation (including relationships and romance), the players who have been communicating with each other are called on to throw one final hand, indicating to everyone how their character feels at the end of the interaction. For example, the interaction above might end with both players throwing fists, indicating that they have reached a stalemate of mutually-impassible stubbornness. But different situations will have different outcomes. After all, it’s always possible for characters to have second thoughts about something that happened, or to feel bad afterward about something they did or said.
EXAMPLE Resolution: PHYSICAL TASK
When performing a physical task, the current player throws a gesture to propose the action, selecting one other player to represent the obstacle or difficulty.  For example:
	Player 1: (throws knife at Player 3) “I examine the trapdoor, looking for the best way to open it.”
	Player 2: (throws fist  at Player 1) “You know you’re not allowed down here.”
	Player 3: (throws palm at Player 1) “You see it opens northward; you should stand on that side.”
	Player 1: (throws knife at Player 3) “I stand to the north side and pull open the trapdoor.”
	Player 2: (throws palm at Player 1) “You think you hear footsteps outside, maybe just an animal.”
	Player 3: (throws palm at Player 1) “The trapdoor opens, revealing a musty staircase leading down.”

EXAMPLE Resolution: SERIOUS COMBAT
When engaged in serious combat, each player of a combatant character must state what they’re trying to do each round. Both combatant players then throw with both hands, one hand for offense (held extended toward the other player) and the other for defense (held close to the chest).  Unlike conversations and physical tasks, these throws are made simultaneously. In the  example shown below, the first gesture shown represents the attack, while the latter represents the defense:
ROUND 1
Player 1 (Shako): “I want to leap down upon Ebi from above, swinging my knife.”
	Player 2 (Ebi): “I’m searching the shadows with my flashlight, trying to find where Shako is hiding.”
	(Player 1 throws knife/fist and Player 2 throws fist/fist.)
	Player 1: “knife vs fist means I leap down swinging, but my blade glances off his backpack.”
	Player 2: “fist vs fist means I didn’t spot him until it was almost too late.”
	Player 3: (throws fist at Player 1) “Shako notices that Ebi has a knife in his boot.”
ROUND 2
Player 1: “I want to circle around him, knife ready, looking for a weak spot.”
	Player 2: “I’m going to grab the knife out of my boot and defend.”
	(Player 1 throws palm/palm and Player 2 throws palm/fist.)
	Player 1: “palm vs fist means I notice several unguarded spots.”
	Player 2: “fist vs fist means I don’t have a chance to draw my knife.”
	Player 3: “Ebi notices a rung ladder leading up and out of here.”
ROUND 3
Player 1: “I want to lunge with my knife, aiming for an unguarded spot.”
	Player 2: “I want to dodge and try for my knife again.”
	(Player 1 throws knife/knife and Player 2 throws palm/fist.)
	Player 1: “knife vs fist means I only managed to slice his leather jacket.”
	Player 2: “palm vs knife means I draw my knife, but I fumble and it falls to the floor.”
	Player 3: (palms on table) “Pass.”
Ending a Session
Shinobi Village primarily tells a series of anecdotes about the people on Neta Island, excerpts from their much longer and more complicated lives. This means that you can stop playing whenever it feels right, after a set time limit or just when the players start to get tired or run out of creative energy. Sometimes you’ll have a perfect scene to end on, other times it may be more like a cliffhanger that hints at other scenes to come, whether you ultimately end up playing out those scenes or not.
You may find it useful to keep track of things, either by keeping detailed notes about what’s happened to specific characters, or by jotting down a quick summary of each scene on the Scene Sheet provided. This is especially useful if you’re running the game over multiple sessions. Describe the situation and summarize the resolution of each scene, so you can go over these sheets in between sessions, or check them as needed.


APPENDIX: Things People Do on Neta Island
Here are some of the day-to-day things that various people do on Neta Island. These will give you additional ideas for scenes, or for what might happen in them:
	Fishing, netting

Gathering shellfish
	Repairing boats, nets and sails
Building and repairing houses and other structures
Harvesting wood for building things
Gardening
Cooking
Eating and Drinking
Cleaning, organizing
Gathering firewood
Trading goods with other residents
Swimming
Playing games
Telling stories
Taking care of the ill or aged
Gossiping (may include a fast cut to the person being discussed, who sneezes)
 “Ninja stuff” like sneaking, fighting, climbing, jumping, throwing
“Outsider stuff” (talking on the phone, watching TV, playing video games, reading novels, being homeschooled, using the internet, and so on)
Ninja training (remember we must keep the secret from outsiders!)
	Ninja families trying to welcome the outsiders, while keeping their skills secret
Outsider families trying to get to know the strangely traditional Neta Islanders
Ninja families slowly being dragged into the modern world
Of course, all of this stuff is made more interesting by the fact that nearly everyone on Neta Island has advanced shinobi training. They try to keep this hidden from outsiders, but when people are on their own, they can’t help but use their ninja skills when they are fishing, cooking, or gathering firewood.
Also, the Neta Islanders know that they should probably learn more about modern ways of doing things, since being a ninja is not necessarily a lucrative existence. More families are thinking of moving away or at least opening up trade with the main islands, perhaps getting cell phones, that kind of thing. So those kinds of issues can bring complications as well.


SHINOBI VILLAGE – THE CAST
House Hamachi


Hamachi



Sazae
Hatahata
Hokkigai
Kurodai
Hamo

Married Saba



Hotatagai
Hirame



House Kajiki


Married Hamo
Married Sake
Kajiki
Mekajiki
Kurodai
Kazunoko
Shako
Karei
Kohada
Kani
Ninja Enemies


Ebi
Engawa
Fugu







House Maguro


Unagi
Maguro
Madai
Uni
Masu
Mirugai



Ika Family


Ika



Iwashi
Iwana
Ikura



House Sake


Sake
Sayori
Kazunoko
Saba
Hatahata
Suzuki
Shako

Married Kani









Shinobi Village – SCENE SHEET
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